THE TRAVEL GADGETS WORTH BUYING IN
2020
Modern technology is booming and has made its mark on so many
facets within our society. Technological advancements have entered
the travel industry too, with numerous travellers using some form of
tech to help their trip go that bit more smoothly.

Travelling from country to country might be a bit tricky at the moment. Still, when normal service
resumes, plenty of holidaymakers will be desperate to have a breakaway and experience a foreign
land, with a travel gadget or two accompanying them on their journey. Even a mobile phone is useful
during travelling these days, and we all have one, don’t we?
Smartphones give us the capability to assess local areas on maps, order taxis via an app and play
games offering free spins with no deposit required while relaxing on the beach. There’s more to
travel tech than just using an app on a mobile phone, though. Innovation in this area has been
immense, which is why so many people stock up on various gadgets before going on vacation. Here’s
a look at some of the popular creations.

PowerCore 20100 Power Bank
There’s nothing worse than being tasked with taking holiday snaps or conducting an important
phone call during a trip abroad, only for your mobile phone to crash and run out of battery. To save
you from the hassle of that happening, a portable battery like the PowerCore 20100 Power Bank is
highly recommended. Not too chunky and easy to carry around, this particular power bank has two
USB ports, meaning that someone else can charge up their devices while you’re bringing yours back
to life too.

Osmo Mobile 2 Handheld Smartphone Gimbal
The Osmo Mobile 2 Handheld Smartphone Gimbal has received raved reviews of late, and it’s easy
to see why, especially with keen photographers. The device is the perfect remedy for any dodgy or
unstable shots, allowing you to capture smooth footage thanks to its ability to hold your phone and
its built-in controls giving you the option of moving the phone in a sweeping motion and essentially
holding it steady. Essentially, it’s a tripod for your phone and a very good one at that.

Digital Burrito Pouch
Wires, cables, pens, headphones and the like deserve their very own space while you’re embarking
on your travels, which is why Jansport’s Digital Burrito Pouch is a popular choice for many people.
Shaped like a burrito, the pouch can hold all of those things and more, where it will then fold easily
away into your main luggage or hand luggage.

Rohm Portable White Noise Sound Machine
Travelling with little ones can be a tough task at times, especially at night if they’re struggling to
sleep in their new environment. It’s a common issue, although thanks to the Rohm Portable White
Noise Sound Machine it needn’t be. This particular model offers three different sound options which
are capable of drowning out any outside noise.

OVO Travel-Size Iron and Steamer
The neat and highly effective OVO Travel-Size Iron and Steamer is capable of de-wrinkling you’re
favourite clothes as you prepare to dine in style on your trip abroad. It’s light, easy to carry around
and it does the job immaculately.
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